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   Based on the long experience of knives manufacturing we create MAIN KNIVES that makes high 

quality traditional Portuguese pocket knives with various wood handles. 

   During a time of change, it is vital that a company’s culture remains aligned to its strategy. 

Holding, is also clear that creating an effective culture involves translating values into action.

   Our family businesses are known for the strong culture that heavily influence our vision, style and 

values passed from our assertors and carefully maintained through the generations. However, we 

want to move forward developing, improving, investing, making new products and competing in 

a top level.

    The fact we are a family business, bind our team to a common cause and foster loyal and stable 

workforces. Our strong culture proves to be a major competitive advantage seeking to attract and 

retain the best talent in order to achieve quality sustainable long-term goals. At MAIN KNIVES we 

put our generation’s knowledge in practice every day, making our best to serve our clients with 

quality EDC knives making them timeless. 

     MAIN KNIVES family tradition and knives makers since 1870.



POCKET KNIVES

  We manufacture traditional Portuguese pocket knives using top quality materials. All pocket 

knives handles are made from different kinds of wood, such as Beech, Oak, Walnut, Bubinga, Olive, 

Ebony, Rosewood and black pressed wood. We focus to reach the highest quality for our pocket 

knives that customers will feel pleasure to use them every day. Mostly of our pocket knives handles 

are hand polished making them smooth and nice to touch. Some models have Titanium coating 

on the blade, that increase the hardness of the blade and keeps longer cutting edge. All our knives 

are mostly handmade and hand sharpened.
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MUSHROOM KNIFE



FIXED BLADE KNIFE



ACCESSORIES

SHARPENER

LEATHER POUCH



PACKAGING






